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How to Manifest Your Intentions Without Force or Frustration
Preface
Hello, friends!

I am honored to walk alongside you on this journey of personal discovery and learning a proven
method to manifest your desires into reality. This free introduction is a sampling of what the
full Manifesting Guide for Intuitive People contains. You’ll see the full table of contents and an
exercise or two to give you an experience.

Working with intuitive people is so much fun because they trust in the subtle messages. Even
if they can’t touch it for feel it they will take action on it. This guide is just for that kind of
person.

You will be applying manifesting principles that are designed for people who like to analyze life,
themselves, and others.

You think deeply about life and how to make yours as happy and fulfilling as possible. You are
someone who realizes your challenges are opportunities to evolve. You are committed to your
growth.

What you are about to learn can be considered secret knowledge. Even though over 100,000
people have successfully changed their lives with these processes, that is a pretty small
number, given the current population is over seven and half billion.

To learn a way to AUTOMATE the accomplishment of your short-term goals by using your
unconscious mind takes a mindset shift away from focusing on the how something will happen,
to simply maintaining your focus on what you desire.
To ensure you are as successful as possible with this workbook, I invite you to keep an open
mind and try the exercises.

Now, if you are a seasoned student of manifesting, believe me, there is something very different
here. It goes into specifically how to rewire your thinking. I challenge you to read this with fresh
eyes. If you catch yourself thinking “I already tried this, and it didn’t work for me!" please put
your doubts aside just long enough to apply the processes.

While it is true there is nothing new under the sun; I assure you, this method is different. It
gives you a foundational understanding as to the role of your unconscious mind and how it
works in creating experiences for you, both the good and the ‘not so good.'
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Here’s your Roadmap:

▪ Read each chapter thoroughly before doing the exercise.

▪ Complete the exercise in each chapter before reading any further.

▪ Allow about 10-15 minutes a day for your reading and putting into practice what you are
learning. Pick an optimal time of day, like right upon waking and still to it.

▪ Post any questions you have on https://Facebook.com/HigherTrueSelf

I look forward to sharing this journey with you and celebrating your successes along the way.

Joyful blessings,

Aryana

Aryana K. Rollins
https://www.HigherTrueSelf.com



Chapter 1

Getting Started
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Welcome to the Director’s Seat of Consciously Creating your Life!
You are in the process of creating every waking moment, whether you realize it or not. Most of
us aren’t aware that we are co-creating our life experiences. When we anticipate the future and
what is possible for us, while holding on to past regrets, it creates a stalemate.

We project our history upon any possible future outcome. Without a way to consciously create
the outcomes we desire, we become limited to life happening at us. Some say it is like going
through life sleepwalking. In one sense that is true, because what they mean by that is your
unconscious mind is selecting how you will react and what you’ll attract in your life.

Think about it: without clear guidance from your conscious mind as to your current desires, your
unconscious can only repeat the past and it may not be the good parts of your past. If this
sounds confusing to you, don’t worry – it did to me in the beginning. We’ll keep coming back to
this until you thoroughly understand it and become awakened to your inner power.

Many people have been conditioned to believe that life happens to them. That they don’t have
much choice. While we can’t change the family, we were born into or where we were born or
how we were schooled. We can change who that made us into and subsequently from that new
awareness we alter the life experiences possible for us.

Rags to riches stories are all around us. It is possible, and this book will introduce you to a
step-by- step method to make changes in your life, beginning with putting you back into the
driver’s seat.

As you read this book, you will be being guided to a higher state of awareness and away from
being a responder and reactor to your life. You’ll be embracing your role as co-creator.

Two Important Mindset Shifts

1. Know What You Want: Always have clear, strong desires you are committed to and recommit
daily to your desire.

2. Switch Channels: Catch yourself when you’re feeling discouraged and negative and do what it
takes to shift your mindset to be positive. We all have bad days. Ideally, we don’t want those
bad days repeated! Contrary to what you may think, worrying about what can go wrong keeps
you focused on ‘what’s wrong in your life.' A worry mindset interferes with your ability to
maintain focus on what you do want and inadvertently can create exactly what you don’t want!
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Where your attention goes, energy flows. Be aware that you are creating ALL the time, both the
positive and negative. Many of us think magic is some form of manipulation and best left to a
magician on a stage for entertainment. That is a limiting view.

It is “magic” that helps you manifest your intentions, and simply said... “Magic is the ability to
tap into the power of the unconscious.”

Ra, the Law of One

What does this mean for you?

Conscious Creation is a system which gives you a way to access the vast creative resources
which live in your unconscious, and to retrain the way you think about goal setting.
You’ll start manifesting things and situations that you want to happen, such as: establishing a
habit of regular exercise, becoming happier, getting projects done with effortless ease, meeting
new friends, or simply cleaning out the clutter in your home.

You can also use your unconscious power to transform areas of your life that you have been
tolerating. Conscious Creation is what makes it happen.

Tips to Ground and Center Yourself
Manifesting more than you have had in the past takes something extra. But this extra energy is
not something you have to go out and get. It is already inside and has been waiting for you to
connect with it so it can support you in fulfilling your desires. Even if you don’t feel smart or
especially capable, it is. It has a supreme intelligence and capacity to get things done with
grace and ease. This extra energy can loosely be named your unconscious mind.

When you begin to access and communicate with different parts of your mind, like your
unconscious, at first, it may feel awkward. You may doubt yourself and wonder if you are doing it
right. Just follow the instructions in this book.

Allow yourself a beginner's mind. You are learning a new skill. With practice, you will feel at ease
with communicating with your unconscious mind and feel grateful when you can tap into its
wisdom and practical life guidance.

To become a more consistent manifestor of your dreams and desires, you’ll need two things.
1. Direct access to the creative power of your unconscious mind – for which this book will set
you on the path
2. A deeper understanding of the “Higher Self” to reclaim your heart's deepest desires
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The “Higher Self” is a state of awareness some call their “Higher Self” and is a key to building
Higher Self confidence that will empower you to make the right choices to manifest your
dreams. The True Self Grounding Process offered below takes you on a gentle journey to
discover your Higher Self, which is your essential nature. The Higher Self is that still, soft voice
within, that whispers in your ear when you are about to make an important life decision and
recognizes and loves you deeply.

Click to get Access to the True Self Grounding Process

https://s3.amazonaws.com/htsdownloads/True-Self-Grounding-Process.mp3


Chapter 2

KnowWhat You Want
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One of the most important questions is to ask yourself “What do I want?” By the time we are
adults, we have been scolded as a child to not be so demanding and to be happy with what we
have. With enough adults saying this, you might have started to believe that it's selfish to have
personal wishes and desires.

Or if you have been on a spiritual quest, you may have adopted the belief that desires are simply
a manifestation of the ego, which implies that you should not feel complete or fulfilled, and if
you do pursue a desire, then when you get what you want, it won’t be fulfilling. Yes, desires can
be from the ego, and yet not all desires come from the demanding ego.

Not All Desires are Created Equal
Some desires come from a place deep within you, your Higher Self.
The Higher Self has an emotional intelligence that connects you with the heartfelt desires that
it wishes for you to experience in this lifetime.

It’s an inner wisdom that goes beyond your senses to the very essence of source and
possibility. That wisdom always knows where to guide you if only you are willing to pay
attention. You may have already heard this loving and loyal soft voice of your Higher Self whisper
in your ear something like this: “You deserve to be happy; don’t settle.”

When we request our desire with calm, determined focus and align with source energy using the
Higher Self, we begin to make decisions from a place of stillness and divine design. The clues
are always there, within you, and the miracles await you.

With this book in hand, you stand before infinite possibility. To begin to create a life where our
dreams turn into reality requires you know what is missing in your life that will bring greater
meaning and fulfillment. Then you can initiate the manifesting force to cause it to materialize.

WHAT do you WANT?

It’s a powerful question.

You may think that it is an easy question to answer, but for most people, it is the hardest.
Sometimes they don’t want to admit what they want, or they are committed to people and
situations that there is no space to even consider what they want. Life is just putting one foot
in front of the other.

If you are reading this book, I suspect that you are ready to get serious about getting what YOU
want. At first, you may have to figure out what desires would bring you meaning and fulfillment.
Sure, we all could use more money, and that may be your top desire, but at the root of it, money
isn’t the true desire...
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It’s what the money will do for you to improve the quality of your life.

It might best for you to go directly toward the desire that the money will bring: time alone,
calmer home life, less conflict in your marriage, more peace of mind, confidence, inner security,
or something else.

As you go through this book, I invite you to dream deeper – not bigger, but deeper. Dig down into
WHY you want what you want. This exercise in itself will bring you awareness about what is
most important to you, which you may go after right away.

About the Creative Process
As we begin the process of manifesting your desires, let’s talk about the creative process.
Did you realize that when you THINK about doing something, your thought begins the creative
process?

You may have heard the ancient wise master's advice: “Be careful what you think about.” This
counsel is valuable. Each time you think about a situation or feel an emotion deeply, you are
sending your energies of intention to cause an outcome. If you are in a positive state, that is
wonderful. If you are in a discordant, worried, negative state, you won’t enjoy your creations.

To give you an example, remember back to a time when you felt in “the zone,” where you were in
your flow, effortlessly accomplishing. Grace and ease seemed ever present. You may have felt
that something outside of you, like magic was making it happen. Thinking those days were
simply happy accidents with which you had no hand in creating is the truth.

That was not some magical state, but something caused by you on purpose; you just happened
to stumble into it and may have thought you couldn’t re-create it. That’s simply not true! When
you work with the Conscious Creation process, you’ll learn how to reconnect with that state,
starting with you selecting your desires and learning how to “will” them into reality.

This book is all about reminding you of your inherent power to create. When you not only believe
but KNOW you are the co-creator of your experiences, your life radically changes. This
knowledge enables you to become more self-aware and conscious of what is happening in your
life. Which means more abundance; attracting more of what you want and side-stepping what
you don’t want.

With Conscious Creation, a side benefit is that you become luckier, and synchronistic moments
become part of life. You can also witness an increase in what may seem like miracles in your
life.
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Your First Lesson - PDF: Wish List Step 1

• Imagine you’re a young child. It is a few days before your birthday. Your parents ask you to
write a wish list of all the things you want. You’re excited and you start writing. You trust
your parents and anticipate good things will happen as a result of writing down your wishes.
You tape your birthday list on the refrigerator. Obviously, you aren’t a child now, but let’s
make believe you ARE an innocent child who is connected to an infinite intelligence/ source/
universe/ God/ collective unconscious/universal consciousness. You have a need and are
requesting support.

In the Conscious Creation process, you don’t need to know in advance HOW you’ll make
these things happen; you just need to know WHAT you want it so you can claim your desire.
You then hand it over to your unconscious mind, which is your access point to infinite
intelligence.

• What do you want to change in your life? What new experience would you like to have? What
would you like to get done or acquire in the next 30 days? Now write down all your short-
term desires, casual or meaningful. Don’t leave anything out.

• Keep writing until you’ve recorded every short-term desire. Dare to dream!

Now it’s your turn to start writing. On the next page is where you will write your Wish List Step 1.

Click to listen to the Manifesting Wishlist Audio

Click to download Wish List Step 1

https://highertrueself.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/hp-forms/Wish_List_Step_1.pdf
https://highertrueself.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/hp-forms/Wish_List_Step_1.pdf
https://highertrueself.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Audios/wish-list-step-1-with-music.mp3
https://s3.amazonaws.com/htsdownloads/True-Self-Grounding-Process.mp3
https://highertrueself.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Audios/wish-list-step-1-with-music.mp3
https://s3.amazonaws.com/htsdownloads/True-Self-Grounding-Process.mp3
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What would you like to accomplish, have, or experience? Desirability Difficulty

Wish List - Part 1

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Place your short-term desires and intentions in the first column. Ignore column 2 and 3 for
now; you’ll learn how to rate the desirability and perceived difficulty in a later lesson.

2. After you have written down your list of dreams and desires, tuck away your wish list in a safe
place.

Your journey to Conscious Creation has begun! Let the magic begin with your wishes!

.....



Chapter 5

The Cost of Forcing Yourself
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The Cost of Forcing Yourself
If one of your life values is to follow through on your commitments no matter what, it is an
admirable quality. However, if you are like this, you may find it has become difficult to stay
aligned with your inner truth and still be true to your commitments.

There is societal conditioning through religion, parenting, and educational systems that say you
must finish what you start. But real life is not always like that. When circumstances change,
you are often being asked to reassess. Is the project, relationship, job, or friendship still
enhancing and aligned with where you’re going in your life and your values? Desires and wishes
change over time, and it is important you respect that.

When there has been a significant change in your relationship, job, project, or even a friendship,
this is where it would benefit you to pause for a moment. It could be the circumstances or your
internal knowing that is calling you to reassess. It can help if you start at the beginning of the
job or project and become aware of the reasons why you wanted it in the first place.
Remembering why you started a particular experience can help you discern whether the project
or situation is still appropriate for you. Is it still fulfilling your needs and nourishing you?

If your value says, "Stay committed," even when it is obvious that it has become detrimental to
your well-being, are you willing to permit yourself to reconsider? You could simply ask yourself
today “Would I say yes, today, given what I know.” Give yourself a few moments when you are
alone and contemplate what that answer says.

If you get a clear sense of “no” and choose to ignore it, as many of us have, you have just
overridden your Higher Self protection mechanism.

When somebody consciously DECIDES "come hell or high water" they will make something
happen, they have also decided to deny their intuition. This means that they lose access to the
internal guidance to help them navigate and know the right action. They have switched from
working in their flow state to forcing the outcome, oblivious to the cost.

At times it can feel urgently necessary, especially when people are counting on you or there is a
hard deadline to meet. Pushing yourself some of the time is part of living. We all do this.

The problem comes in if you operate like that most of the time. It becomes a self-defeating
habit that will wear you down. Using the hormone of adrenaline to push through and get it done
anyway and pay for it later in the form of illness. There is also the anxiety and nerve-wracking
feeling that comes from letting a partner or family member down. Any form of pushing and
forming can negatively rewire your nervous system so that it becomes a coping pattern to
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Warning Signs That You Are About to Disconnect From Your Flow State
Notice when something seems to be more difficult than you expected. Part of the joy of life is to
try new things and explore possibilities; we are designed to do that. The problem only comes in
when you decide to stay on a path where you keep hitting obstacle after obstacle, never finding
your flow.

What could be going on is not always obvious. The appropriate translation here is important. It
might be a clue that a habit or belief may be keeping you committed to something that might
not be healthy for you. Pushing your way through, whether it feels good or not, feels like a
success, but it comes with a heavy price to relationships, to your well-being, and even to your
finances. It is a self-defeating habit that is sabotaging you to talk you off your chosen path.

handle the unacceptable. While it is true that you will accomplish your intention working under
that level of pressure, it comes at a price.

By living in this way, you damage the important relationship between your mind and body – or
said in another way, the conscious mind and unconscious mind.

Your unconscious mind has previously recorded the successful outcome tainted with the depth
of stress and frustration you experienced. This level of emotion can create future performance
limits. Your unconscious will prevent you from taking on a potential project because you harmed
your health the last time you did something similar.

Many of us got trained into this method for getting things done or relating. We watched adults
pressure themselves to do what they didn’t like, just to make money or get along. That was
what was role modeled to us, and we took on the belief that this was being a responsible adult.

As young people, all we saw were people overriding their intuition and what was in their best
interest. So you can see how this program got into our unconscious. Becoming an adult meant
forcing ourselves, even when things didn’t feel right. This can become such a habit that when
life is flowing easily, we think we “aren’t working hard enough.” This is not good training for the
unconscious mind! It is the opposite, in fact – when you are in your flow, your life is working.
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Why is Ignoring “Messages” So Damaging?
Over time, you damage the natural feedback loop between your conscious mind (the deciding
part) and your unconscious mind (the doing part).

Mind “Conscious” 5%
the Decider

Body
“Unconscious” 95%

the Doer

A little background understanding of the role of your unconscious mind may help here.
Researchers say that your unconscious mind is responsible for 95% of what gets done in your
life. Much of your life happens on autopilot, somewhat like a pilot flying an airplane. The pilot
sets the coordinates of the destination and simply watches for changes that signal something
needs to be reviewed. Then the pilot will decide to take it off autopilot and take back charge of
the airplane.

This understanding is the way we are supposed to work. We decide and then the ‘autopilot’ of
our body (our unconscious mind) takes charge to direct us onto the most direct and simple path
to our desires. Obviously, we did not have an education in how to work with our unconscious
mind. That is why it is so important for you to understand this dynamic for you to be more
successful with your goals.

The role of your unconscious is vast – not only can it help you navigate your life, but it also
takes care of your body. It takes care of breathing, your beating heart, and things such as
walking, digesting, driving a car, and much, much more. Fortunately, we don’t have to concern
ourselves with how to run our physical body – it takes over that for us, unless we ignore
warning signs that speak about impending health risks. Imagine if we had to operate our body
with our conscious mind. It would not only take too much time, but we would likely run it into a
ditch on the first day and not know how to get out.

Now let’s presume that science is right about how the unconscious mind helps co-manage our
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When You Are Inspired You Are Unstoppable
Now that you know forcing comes with a price and you aren’t willing to pay that price anymore,
you might be open to another way of getting things done. Here’s the simple structure.

1st Step – Desire: Know what you want – set your intention (wish list).
2nd Step – Guidance: Be open to signs and guidance to achieve it.
3rd Step – Successful Manifestation: Act on the guidance to bring it into reality. This guidance

comes in the form of intuitive knowings, feelings, coincidences, and synchronistic
moments.

Would you agree that the three steps sound pretty simple, as a shorthand form of manifesting
your desires? By now you know enough to realize that there are blockages in that simple flow of
desire – guidance – towards successful manifestation. Later on, you’ll learn how to clear the
blockages that interfere with what should be easy flowing guidance.

Remember: when you make decisions from your intuition and you steer from your heart, you
become the co-creator of your destiny.

body and life. Think of your unconscious mind as a highly powerful machine. A machine that,
once you know how to use it, will take you anywhere to give you the experiences you want and
provide the resources you need to have those experiences.

You realize machines don’t like to be abused, like driving a car at high RPMs in a low gear,
redlining it with no regard to the impact on the engine. We often take better care of our cars
then we do our mind and body. We push and force with no regard for the consequences. Even
your cell phone can’t keep running without being recharged.

We realize that’s not good to drive our car in that way, so we don’t do it. The difference between
the car and our unconscious mind is that we are programmed with a clear sign such as a RED
line in the RPM gauge of our car. The messages in our mind are subtler.

You weren’t educated about the sensitivity of the machine you are in charge of, your body, until
now. You didn’t know that forcing yourself breaks down trust and is not good for the harmonious
relationship with your unconscious mind. You couldn’t have realized that your ability to manifest
your dreams and desires requires cooperation – cooperation between your conscious mind and
unconscious mind. Until now. ...
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The greater the success, the bigger the fall. What goes up must come down. Right?

Or so they say, AND so your unconscious mind believes! Many people know this instinctively, and
they call it “fear of success.”

To understand what causes this fear, here is a scenario you may relate to.

Have you ever experienced a connection with someone where you felt seen and really
recognized? How long did the sense of connection last?

Do you recall who pulled back first? Was there an event that caused the relationship to go from
magic to tragic?

As you reflect back on that relationship, what did you conclude? Did you feel more enhanced just
by having that bonding experience? Or do you regret risking your heart and feel betrayed?

If you’re like most people, overall you felt worse. When looking back, the loss and pain probably
stand out more than the initial joy and bliss.

There is a good reason why you remember pain more easily than joy. Your unconscious mind is
designed to store ALL your life experiences and is wired to protect you from possible pain. It will
always remember the negative parts far more easily than the positive ones. Unfortunately, this
creates fear and hesitation. We can literally “throw the baby out with the bathwater” and not
even try.

Since avoidance of pain gets your attention faster than the promise of pleasure and joy, you may
be stopped right at the threshold of a possible blissful moment. Your unconscious learns how to
keep others at arm’s length to avoid you being hurt again.

What happens over time is that we pass up many potential fulfilling relationships because our
unconscious is deciding that we will not be vulnerable again. Or we attract the same kind of
negative relationships to confirm our unconscious belief: that is just how relationships are.

Would you agree that keeping your distance from a potential lover versus opening your heart
may be safe, but not as fulfilling?
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There Are Many Types of Interference
Let’s continue with the relationship example. Say you begin dating again after a difficult break
up. This is someone you feel connected to. It’s going well, and one then one day, out of the blue,
your loved one stops returning your phone calls. You catch yourself thinking: “Oh no, here it goes
again. I’m not investing more energy in something that will end up hurting me. I know what
happens. It took me six months to overcome the last one!”

What you just read is simply your unconscious trying to protect you, to remind you of your
history – which isn’t a problem because that is a way we learn. The issue comes in when it
infuses you with expectations and fear that you’ll get hurt again. It’s expectations that will
likely turn out, because what we focus on, we create.

There are many types of interference and blockers to our successes. One of the primary ways
you get stopped from successfully achieving your dreams is your unconscious mind, which holds
your history and can bring up a compelling argument why you shouldn’t try again. It is quick to
jump to conclusions, assuming how something will turn out, usually with very little evidence.

When you are on the verge of any potential success that is beyond what you have achieved in
the past, your unconscious goes on the alert. So it pays extra attention: something new is
happening, whether it is a new relationship, a new job, or giving up any kind of sabotaging habit.
Remember, the unconscious can easily re-create what you have already accomplished and if
that is failure, well it can easily create failure. Creating something new takes imagination
infused with hope, which is what this manifesting guide teaches you to do.

Until now, you may not have been conscious about what triggered your fear to back off from the
new relationship, but likely you remember the feeling of wanting to create distance and
eventually giving up.

We feel the negative impact of a blocker but will not usually be aware of the real cause that
results in the loss of a loving relationship.

How to Recognize Common Blockers
Pre-Protective Blocker

This sort of blocker occurs where your unconscious mind tries to protect you from potential
future loss. It is fast to react. It takes all your experiences and projects them into “negative
expectations” that your future will unfold in just the same way it has in the past: “Oh, no I can’t
do that because it didn’t work out before.”
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Sadly’ the blocker will be right - that’s because the blocker creates the expected outcome. It
can create an argument, it can get you sick, it can cause you to forget an appointment. All of
these unconscious habit patterns will create the blocker’s expectations and become a self-
fulfilling prophecy. You never even get to the interview, or to the coffee date, or to purchase the
product. You don’t even get to the class. You already know it’s not going to work out.

This type of blocker is an experience stealer.

Habit Blocker

These blockers are simply behaviors that used to help you but have now become self-defeating.
They don’t mean you harm; it’s just there is a momentum behind them. Coffee is a common habit
blocker. You know you aren’t sleeping well at night or you feel edgy and nervous during the day.
For most people, they feel calmer and sleep is deeper and more healing when they eliminate
coffee. Having a cup right upon waking, without even thinking about whether you’d like one, is
automatic. Now if this happens after your decision to stop coffee, this is an example of a habit
blocker. Your unconscious is choosing to have the coffee whether it negatively impacts you or
not.

Now, not all habits are bad; it’s just when the habit decides, and you don’t, it becomes self-
defeating.

Many habits can support you to get things done in an efficient manner. Automating something
you do repetitively, like the way you drive your car, is a good example. This positive unconscious
habit allows you to listen to the radio, watch for road signs, and think about what you want for
dinner, all the while driving the car and navigating traffic safely.

If you have ever decided to break a habit, you may have noticed even with your best efforts, you
find that the habit is stubborn. It can feel like the blocker has a mind of its own, and in a sense,
it does. A habit mind! We all have them.

Clearly habits can sabotage you from making positive changes. For example, say you want to
shed eating sugar to improve your health. The sugar habit is hard to break for most people. It
has become obvious that the habit is blocking your intention. This is the time to make your
intention obvious to your unconscious mind so that you can get this habit under your conscious
control. That way, you can easily stay on track with your desire to drop sugar and improve.

Defense Mechanism Blocker
Are you sensitive to being criticized, corrected, or judged? How long does it take you to recover
from an event like that? Do you feel rejected or wounded when that happens?
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Just imagine you have written a post on Facebook and someone poses a different view or, in
other words, contradicts you. You feel challenged, like they were starting an argument with you.
You thought you were writing something nice and someone criticizes you. How would that feel?

Those kinds of events can trigger a defense mechanism blocker. When it is activated, it triggers
all the memories of all the times you were criticized or contradicted. The feelings of
discouragement, anger, remorse, and even fear of not being accepted come flooding in. You are
left feeling bad and disconnected, not realizing it has nothing to do with the present moment
experience of someone responding to your Facebook post. You now have another experience of
“it’s too risky to express my opinion; my reputation could be impacted.” You believe that the
person who commented now thinks less of you.

Your unconscious mind is ever aware, listening and witnessing everything that happens
internally and in your environment. Blockers can develop quick retorts to get you out of feeling
uncomfortable any time there is a possibility of being rejected. The blocker will do what it takes
to make you feel justified and right and the other person, wrong. The defense mechanism can
become hyper-defensive, going on the offense or attacking for no good reason, thinking everyone
who has a different view is judging you. Hence you can now understand better the underlying
reason for many communication breakdowns.

Hiding Vulnerability Blocker

These are clever blockers because they cause us to think that if you were in the right supportive
and fully accepting environment, you’d be able to express yourself fully and then you’d be
successful. It convinces you that it’s the other person’s issue. If only they were more
encouraging and supportive. You tell yourself that they aren’t supporting your dreams and
without that support, you won’t be fulfilled. You are being influenced to believe you can’t do it on
your own. The world is too big, too scary. It has you convinced that it is safer to hide and
contract rather than be your biggest boldest self.

This blocker also persuades us that it is not safe to reveal our inner feelings because we think
no one will understand us. We can’t express our vulnerability and ask for what we need. We feel
embarrassed or ashamed of past events, or behaviors. “Surely no one else did something like
that; I must hide my shameful self." We then anticipate how someone will react if we share our
failures or insecurities. We fully expect we will be rejected or the information we share used
against us.

Over time, this causes our world to feel smaller and smaller. It’s more difficult to trust and allow
people into our inner world. Relationships become fraught with insecurity and doubt.

Blockers wear many disguises. These were just a few.
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Where Do These Limiting Habits Come From?

Self-defeating unconscious habit patterns are born in a moment where you felt unsafe. Or it
could be that you felt insecure and unsupported and you developed a way of dealing with it,

which is now limiting you.

Keep in mind…You Are Not Your Behaviors!

You’re so much more than the limiting beliefs and attitudes that blockers hold. When you decide
to change your life is when unconscious blockers become stimulated. They resist change. They
limit your beliefs in your capabilities. But now that you know where they come from, they don’t
have as much influence over you. You can choose to stop listening to their lies.

You don’t have to subject yourself to limiting beliefs any longer. When you commit to your desire
and allow your unconscious mind to help you manifest it, one of the side benefits is that you get
to feel who you are without blockers. Experiencing yourself in positive forward momentum is a
significant side benefit of this work.

The onion-like layers of your societal conditioning gently fall away, enabling you to experience
the “you of you.” The productive, patient, understanding, confident, successful, energetic,
compassionate, efficient, loving you!

If you have ever been stopped or felt like you failed at achieving your goal, you now see it wasn’t
completely your fault; there were undermining influences and unconscious behaviors. My
invitation to you is to approach this wish list and look at it with a whole new set of eyes.

In the Chapter 7, you’ll learn the next step to conscious creating. Until then, be gentle on
yourself and others. Remember, blockers love to be hard on you and other people. ..



Chapter 12

Liberate Yourself
from Blockers
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What We Believe We Deserve is What We Get - Plain and Simple
When we align with natural law life flows, there are natural energetic laws that influence our
manifesting abilities. For example, "The law of desirability," which means “What we believe we
deserve is what we get – plain and simple.” How do we set ourselves up to deserve less than
we really want?

It starts when we accept less-than-fulfilling life experiences, like a job where our boss projects
his/her anger and frustration upon us, or an intimate partner who is dismissive and doesn’t see
our uniqueness. These experiences are not Higher Self-aligned, which means that your Higher
Self is not present and is not guiding you to ultimate fulfillment and joy. You are basically driving
at night without headlights.

Over time, those kind of life experiences build in an expectancy that that is the way work is, or
that is what you have to tolerate to be in a relationship. You drop your standards and allow
unfulfilling experiences to continue, even when you feel something is off. You don’t trust your
senses or feel confident to speak up or make a change.

This continuing experience causes us to conclude that we don’t deserve a loving relationship or
easy money or a good boss. This conclusion builds beliefs in our unconscious mind, as if we
have given it a direct command that that is the way life is.

Why Learning Alone Isn’t Enough
Sadly, due to blockers, some people are prevented from applying what they learn. The self-help
industry knows this and recognizes most people are looking for the next quick fix. That’s why
self-help is a multi-million-dollar industry. And yet the industry is not educating people about
how the unconscious works and how to be aware of what happens when you become triggered.
And most importantly, there isn’t a step-by-step method on how to clear unconscious
resistance, so it doesn’t stop you from making positive changes.

The result is that the seeker blames themselves for not following through on what they learned.

They can end up thinking there is something wrong with them, because they don’t get the
results promised. It’s not you! You should now know it isn’t your fault if you haven’t successfully
applied the books you’ve read or the programs you’ve taken.

Blockers prevent us from applying what we are learning!

This guide was your first step to understanding how your unconscious mind can empower you
and also trick you. You have begun the process of learning how to get it to work for you!
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Take Your Next Step - Get the Full Manifesting Guide for Intuitive People
I hope you've taken advantage and did your Wishlist. I invite you to take the next step and get
the full Manifesting Guide which includes these vital pieces to help you step into your full
manifesting potential.

Wishlist Step # 2 - This is where you harness the power of your unconscious mind.

Blocker Bypass Process - Learn how to bypass any self-doubt that you might have about your
"wish' coming true.

Launch Your Rocket of Desire - In this chapter you learn how to memorize your wish into reality.

Discover what Fear of Success Really is - so you aren't subject to the emotions of past
"failures" this is important to understand how you can be manipulated away from stepping into
your higher potential.

Jump start your manifesting abilities by seeing yourself free of any limitations. New bonus
included when you purchase the manifesting guide today.

Tolerations are energy drains, because every time you think about that boss or negative
relationship, it pulls you off your center and out of the present moment, so you don’t hear your
intuition. This continuing experience causes us to conclude that we don’t deserve a loving
relationship or easy money or a good boss. This conclusion builds beliefs in our unconscious
mind, as if we have given it a direct command that that is the way life is.

How does this impact your manifesting abilities? Even though we have attracted what we want,
if we have an unconscious program of "lack of deserving" energy, it can blind us so that many
times we don’t recognize our wish is right in front of us.

An essential part of Conscious Creation is to raise your worthiness factor. How much do you feel
you deserve your wish coming into reality? Don’t dismiss this question with an off handed “of
course I do.” Really sense into your feeling of its probability. If you don’t see it's probable, it
likely won’t happen.

When you make your wish from an elevated self-worth, you are easily able to hold the vision and
draw your success to you. You feel you deserve it and are willing to claim it.

Do you sense there are mental and emotional blocks that are getting in the way of you feeling
worthy of good things happening for you?
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I hope you enjoyed the sample of the Manifesting Guide for Intuitive People. If you aren’t quite
ready to purchase a full course we invite you to at minimum get the full Manifesting Guide for
Intuitive People which includes all this…

Accelerate your Manifesting - Get the full Manifesting Guide now!

Buy The Manifesting Guide - Full Version

https://www.succeed.highertrueself.com/manifesting-guide/
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About the Author
Before you select a teacher to guide you to the deepest parts of
your manifesting abilities, you might like to know that they walk an
authentic path, which they are inviting you on…

A freedom seeker since she was 16 years old, Aryana left high
school, then moved to England, eventually landing in New York,
where she finished her education at university, taking algebra for
the first time – not recommended, she
says!
Her desire to live life on her terms continued…

At 26, she returned to England where she began her spiritual studies, and like anything she does, she
immersed herself, mind, body, and soul. This put her on a track to becoming part of the human
evolutionary change.

After five years of deep study, a radical lifestyle shift happened when she moved to Venezuela. She
was touched by the lack of commercialism and how happy the local people were. They had what other
people would say was “nothing,” and yet they were kind, loving, and generous. Natural people!

When she returned to the US, she settled in New Jersey, becoming a mother for the first time at 34,
fearlessly choosing to home-birth her first child and follow a path of homeschooling, aligned with her
life principle of “do no harm.”

Bringing her young child along, she became an entrepreneur, teaching seminars on how people could
take their health back by using natural remedies, like essential oils.

Then at 41, she found her true passion – empowering people from the inside out.

She discovered a method that taught her how to achieve her goals by working directly with the
unconscious mind and collective unconscious. This took goal-achieving and manifesting to a whole
new level for Aryana. She saw how her past experiences had created limiting thoughts and
disempowering negative emotions, which had blocked her manifesting power.

She contacted the author of this holistic goal-setting method. After two years of intense study and
five more years of integrating the knowledge, she became licensed and certified to teach this system
of self-empowerment.

One student called the curriculum at Higher True Self - Highest Potential Program "an MBA in personal
development." Another student said it was the last course they would ever need.



Aryana K. Rollins has degrees in Psychology and Accounting and is licensed to teach
Cybernetic Transposition. For over 15 years has taught clients how to remove
resistance and blocks in order to achieve spiritual growth and material success. She
is the creator of international transformational programs such as; Breaking Through
Barriers, Power of Focus, and the Highest Potential Program.

Aryana intuitively guides clients on how to identify blockers, set clear intentions
and chart a course to remove all obstacles unconscious or conscious to manifest
their goals in the important areas of their lives.

What if when you had a thought or wish someone was actually listening?

www.HigherTrueSelf.com

Someone who could make that wish come true?
What if there was a part of you:

-That was an objective observer noticing all your thoughts and feelings
-That recorded everything you thought, felt, and experienced

-That actually had manifesting capabilities

That manifesting part is real and wants to help.
All you need is to know how to communicate your intentions and desires.

"All my life I've had to work hard to achieve my goals.
And, even though I've been successful, it seemed like I
put a lot of effort out for little results. It was so
frustrating to see other people succeed with less effort
and better results.

I wished for the longest time for life and success to
come more easily.

Then I met Aryana Rollins and started working with her
one-on-one learning to use this process.

I was amazed at how easy and effortless things
started to happen for me. I wasn't even trying and
things started to shift. Success was finally easy."

Rayana T Starre
Business & Marketing Coach

The Manifesting Guide for Intuitive People
is a Proven Way to Remove Resistance.

There is secret knowledge in this book that
over 100,000 people have used to
transform their lives.

With this secret knowledge, you will learn
how to:

• Use your intuition as your guide to
bridge the gap between your conscious
and unconscious mind

• Use your unconscious mind to achieve
your short-term goals

• Remove resistance and clear blocks
to manifesting

• Put your manifesting abilities on
auto-pilot


